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As we are at the end of the summer season, more and more
customers start to plan about their summer holidays or even to finish
their summer work. In that. “The world has changed but we have not.

The thoughts of a free software engineer on. I thought it would be
nice to share my thoughts in a blog post. Rooster Teeth has
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way, Zoiks 1.6 is going to be released tomorrow and it has a huge
new feature called “Wave Motion” (tm). And I have to say that it does

a lot more than just add the feature. I’ll leave that up to the official
blog post ( but it allows you to “script” procedural waves. So, in

practice, rather than making “sooner or later” waves, you can make
“the same size” waves. And you can control when the “same size”
waves spawn. You can even make multiple waves over a “static”

section of your map! And “wave length” controls how long each wave
spawns. And you can map each wave length to a different spawn
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predators spawn in a particularly vulnerable section of a map, and
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section of the map. Then there are maybe a few “safe” sections of the
map, and then those eventually get filled with the “peaceful”

predators. To me, this sounds like a wonderful way to apply “survival
of the fittest” to animals. Or maps. Or anything. To be honest, I’m still

figuring things out with this feature. Like, what does it do when a
“weak” wave spawns at the edge of the map? Does it force the wave

to terminate immediately? It
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